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V12ES   675404 (12" Single Motor) $299.89

V15ED   675405 (15" Dual Motor) $415.68

Upright Vacuums. The machines offer powerful vacuum capabilities with the 
dynamically balanced 5,000 rpm brush roller for great cleaning effectiveness. 
The low profile, adjustable handle and onboard tools give the operator 
unmatched cleaning ergonomics.

Standard 98% at 0.3 micron filtration with electrostatic microfilter or 99.97% 
with optional HEPA filter. 

SW16B L-ION   675403 $728.26

15" Lithium Ion Sweeper Vac & Dry Cleaning System. The 4 wheel stance 
keeps the base level and in contact with the floor surface for exceptional 
recovery. The patented dual brush system releases tough soils and the 
filtration system achieves efficiency of 99% at 0.5 microns.

Patented 2,000 rpm dual brush sweeping system with powerful active 
vacuum system. Extremely quiet: 65.3 dBA noise level. 

SW20B   675400 $2541.58

Wide Area Vacuum & Carpet Cleaner. The machine comes well-equipped 
with onboard tools and is available with an optional attachment which 
converts the SW20B into a encapsulation carpet cleaner.

1,200 rpm brush to release soils from carpet. Washable HEPA filter (optional). 
Up to a 90 minute run time and quiet 69 dBA noise level.

WAV-30   655402 $1813.28

30" Wide Area Upright Vacuum. The WAV-30 brings unmatched value in 
the world of low profile wide area vacuums. When investigating vacuums in 
this class, you’ll find this is the most affordable combination of performance 
and convenience features on the market, including 2,500 rpm brush speed 
combined with high airflow from dual 1 hp vac motors, unique standard tool 
set including turbo head floor tool, and live suspension for optimal recovery 
on uneven floors.

Low noise at70 dBA. Ergo handle that folds flat for easy storage or transport.

BPV L-ION   675402 $913.58

Lithium Ion Backpack Vacuum. The Pacific BPV L-ION ultra-light battery 
backpack vacuum has been designed in detail to achieve high performance 
with ergonomic and comfort in mind. The power lithium-ion battery source 
provides 30 minute run time with 90 minute recharge time, lifetime of 800 
recharging cycles.

5 stage filtration system with optional HEPA filter. Ultra light weight of 10.8 lb 
with battery included. Daytime cleaning with low 64 dBA noise level. 

Vacuums & Sweepers



S-20 DISK   855401 $3847.70

20"/510mm Walk-Behind Auto Scrubber w/Pad Assist. This machine 
features specifications and attributes you would find in the premium price 
ranges, but at a mid-market price. The S-20 offers key performance features 
such as Batteryshield® – the first integrated automatic wet battery protection 
system, up to 3.5 hours of run time, on-board “1,2,3-step” visual operation 
guide, and optional Hydrolink® – single-point battery watering system.

Clean on your own schedule with sound levels down to 60 dBA. 

VS15 L-ION   675401 $1372.62

Upright Multi-Functional Scrubber/Drier. The Pacific VS15 is the 
perfect machine for cleaning restrooms & confined spaces. The cleaning 
components, squeegees and roller can be easily removed without any tools 
for a quick rinse after using the machine. 

1500 rpm brush roller speed for agressive cleaning. Layflat handle and low 
base height for access under low furniture and overhangs. Quiet 69 dBA 
sound level for daytime cleaning. Available with HEPA filtration.

WDV-18   695401 $548.90
18 Gallon Wet/Dry Vacuum. The WDV-18 brings unmatched innovation 
when it comes to wet/dry vacuums. Simple innovation and construction 
flow through this product, and it brings new ingenuity to the industry’s most 
helpful tool. With the impressive tilt-to-drain feature, this product is a step 
above the rest. Convenient cord wrap on vacuum handle. Safe & simple use 
lever to engage squeegee head.

ACCESSORY KIT   695002 $131.67
Kit includes 10 foot hose, 2 cuffs, 2-piece aluminum S-wand, crevice tool, 
dusting brush, upholstery tool, squeegee tool, floor brush, and hard floor tool.

SCE-11   F1190W $2082.04

11 Gallon Self-Contained Extractor. It is great to pass the test in a lab setting, 
but you know you’ve got the right tool for the job when it proves itself in 
the field, too. This machine has the metal to stand-up to the challenges of 
everyday usage with it’s corrosion and dent resistant tanks, vac shoe and 
floating brush deck. You can also fit the SCE-11 with a wand or upholstery 
tool to expand its applications and add value for you and your operations.

Auto Scrubbers
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FM-20HD   535411 $677.29

Single Speed Floor Machine. Rugged construction has been in Pacific’s floor 
machine DNA since the company’s origin. With this heritage and experience 
as its foundation, Pacific’s line up also brings new ingenuities to the 
industry’s most essential tool. From the industry’s first “safe start” indicator 
to its less than 58 dBa noise levels and an instantly adjustable handle, 
Pacific’s floor machines are Purpose Built® to be a a step above the rest.

FM-ME   515451 $495.00

Mini-Edger Floor Machine. There are not many tools more flexible than the 
Pacific Floorcare® FM-ME floor machine and edger unit – plus, it delivers 
industrial performance. The mini-edger truly transfers many of your manual 
detail cleaning activities into an automated cleaning tool. Use the FM-ME on 
hard floors, carpets, baseboards, stair treads, elevator tracks and other hard 
to reach, tight spaces – you’ll run out of time, before you’ll run out of uses!

Heavy-duty performance with almost 20 lb of focused down pressure at 765 
rpm. Mal-Grit™ brush and splash guard included.

B-1500   545401 $1015.41

High RPM Cord-Electric Burnisher. If you are in charge of a high-gloss 
floor, get a tool that will deliver the reflective finish everyone appreciates 
and expects. The B-1500 “fits the bill” with 1,500 rpm delivering pad tip 
speeds over 7,850 ft/min, convenient and instant handle adjustment from 
the operator position, carbon brush wear indicators, and a rugged, long-life 
construction with a 10-year base warranty.

Safety interlock triggers with an additional upright lock-out - unit operates 
only when the operator is ready! Unique and rugged wrap around cord 
clamp and flare strain relief.

Floor Machines

Air Misters
AM-15   685401 $2541.00
15 Gallon Air Assisted Misting Machine w/25 ft line. The AM-15 is a versatile 
misting unit with effective droplets at 15 microns and overall capacity 
provides superior productivity for large area disinfection. The unit will out 
perform the commonly used handheld machines on the market today. The 
large see through 15 gallon tank provides continual usage – a one stop 
chemical source. Fill it and disinfect your entire facility. 

Draws from pre-mixed disinfection chemical. On-board air compressor and 
60 dBA noise level. 

100 FT DISCHARGE HOSE   689001 $437.58


